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on show choir staging
Spotlight

 by Judy Fargher
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The songs have been selected, the arrangements have been 

rehearsed, the choreography has been mastered, the fundraising 

is complete, the press releases have been sent and the costumes 

and makeup are on. 

it is showtime, right? not so fast, there is another critical 
component needed to execute a flawless performance, 
namely the stage equipment. risers are the silent partner in 
show choir productions, and no one should be conscious of 
their presence as they can either enhance or distract from the 

performance. if the audience notices stage risers, etc., due 
to appearance or noise, it will detract from the performance, 
thus when selecting show choir risers, things to consider 
are: stability, durability, safety, style, Ease of storage and 
transporting, set up speed, and sound projection.

STabiliTy/DurabiliTy
unlike a conventional seated choir riser, show choir risers 
have much dynamic motion on them; therefore supporting 
framework should have additional leg bracing to reduce 
a wobbling, creaking effect during "show stopping" 
performances. support systems that have a single support 
under each deck allows for fast and easy reconfiguration of 

Today’s performances are 
tomorrow’s memories. Be sure 
to preserve yours forever with:

10 years from now, looking back, 
this event may be a little shaky 
and perhaps a fuzz out of focus...

Don’t let your video turn out the 
same way!

ProCAT provides you with:
- Three unique camera angles
- Live mixing & editing
-  Clear crisp audio of the performance, not the audience
- A professional film crew

Everything we have ever 
recorded is kept in our archives 
and is available for purchase. 
To place your order, visit 
proCATav.com or call 
1-800-879-4228.

We are proud to help show choir directors 
produce high quality shows while staying within their budget.

• Exciting Arrangements
• Creative Mash-ups

• Help with Show Design

• Licensing Assistance
• Guest Clinics & Workshops

• Judging at Competitions

We Offer:

blOg: musicarranging.net

Website: breezetunes.com    

e-mail: breezetunesproductions@gmail.com 
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risers during performance. For example, a single or couple 
of units can be moved apart from the main riser to highlight 
a soloist or duet couple. this type of system gives you more 
flexibility in your staging.

ideally, dual sided decks with a sound reducing center 
core, e.g. fiber honeycomb material, greatly reduces “drum 
head” foot sound and potential bowing of conventional single 
sided decks while performers are executing foot stomping 

(800) 337-5339
WWW.STAGINGCONCEPTS.COM

Supplying schools and performing arts
facilities with the world's finest staging in 
the industry. Stay tuned for a new Staging 
Concepts brand and website experience.

Stage w/Fixed Stair

SC2000 Seating Riser
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energetic dance steps. dual sided decks also afford owners 
double wear life by utilizing one side for rehearsals, the other 
for performance.

Attain additional stability via decks and supports tied 
together by some means, as with Velcro straps securing 
legs of one support unit to an adjacent one, is a possibility. 
Manufacturers often supply clips that lock adjacent decks 
together, and when combined with added Velcro straps, 
stage stability increases exponentially. considering riser 
utilization and desired longevity, one would strongly suggest 
the lowest bidder is not always the best acquisition. Quality 
costs more initially, but amortized over time becomes the 
best value. Who can forget the low-bid mirror in the Hubble 
space telescope?             

SafeTy
the stability of the risers is particularly critical for show choirs due 
to considerable dynamic motion of the dancers. solid structure 
assists in preventing potential injury or catastrophic failure of the 
equipment. deck surfaces should be durable, slip resistant, but 
smooth enough to dance on. polytrac with a slightly textured 
surface provides superb performer traction. smooth deck 
corners help prevent injuries or damage to costumes.

STyle
standard competition show choir configuration uses four, 4’ 
x 8’ sections, three tiers high, with tier heights averaging 8”, 
16” or 24”, providing ease of use and excellent audience sight 
lines even when performers are in the back row. Larger show 
choirs often add a fourth 32" level plus more sections across 
the stage. Mom and dad don’t want to miss seeing a single 
dance step of their “budding” Broadway star.

to assist audience attention on dazzling performers, using 
black matte finish on supports and decks plus contrasting, non 
reflective surfaces applied to deck edges making different 
levels easily distinguished, and reflection from powerful 
spotlights virtually eliminated. contrasted with conventional 
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seated choir risers, hardclosure panels between levels are 
infrequently used, thus special effects, e.g. fog machines or 
special lighting, are easily placed under the risers. Additional 
props per vaudeville hats, umbrellas, or canes, can be easily 
accessed with this open format. Additional stairs on riser 
back or sides affords choreographers more creative ways of 
having choir members enter the platforms.  remember Busby 
Berkley and Bob Fosse!

riSer STorage anD TranSporT
shows traveling to different venues require safe and easy 
transport and storage, including riser break down into 
manageable weight and size components. transport carts 
require non-marring wheels with ability to fit through standard 
36” doors when fully loaded, plus carts function best with 
two fixed casters and two swivel casters providing easier 
maneuverability. Look for carts with up to six decks and six 
support capacity, thus economizing storage space.

SounD projecTion
Acoustic sound shells aid music projection toward the 
audience, particularly on stages having high fly space. When 
a pit band is behind the risers, acoustic shell reflectors help 

singers hear accompaniment music. special effects lighting is 
often placed in front of these panels.   

SeT up SpeeD
With set up / tear down time limits, the ability to set up quickly, 
thus removing potential for time related penalties. suggest no 
hand tool, quick-set risers for these conditions.  

concluSion
With respect to the above recommendations for show choir 
riser application, acquisition is accomplished with added 
knowledge to evaluate equipment available in the marketplace. 
once acquired, one can enjoy show choirs’ rising stars to hear, 
“places everyone, lights, music, showtime!” Break A Leg!  

abouT THe auTHor:
Judy Fargher, a school and worship market representative for 
stageright corp. in clare, Mi., has a Masters in Music, is a former 
school choir director and current church musician. stageright 
manufactures portable stages, risers, sound shells, and related 
music performance equipment.  For more information visit www.
stageright.com.

Need show choir music?
Custom Arrangements sells pre-arranged charts that were 
chosen and designed for competition show choirs. We 
obtain a license to resell these charts and offer them at much 
lower prices – passing the savings on to you!

Online ordering • Download files immediately
Preview charts before purchase

Broadway • Classic Rock/Pop • Current Hits

fast aNd easy!

huNdreds of titles to choose from!

customarraNgemeNts.Net

Our arrangement packages include 
all scores and permissions as well as a reference 

recording for you and your choreographer. 

www.showchoirmusic.com | 1.800.725.2243
songsrus@showchoirmusic.com

Music is power
It all begins with a song

Music Arrangement Services, inc.


